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So, US Iraqi war veterans who oppose the political mission, though presumably they support the troops
[themselves, their comrades and friends], aren't allowed to march in a Veterans Day Parade in Long
Beach.
"They do not fit the spirit of the parade," she said. "The spirit being one of gratitude for what the veterans
have done. We do not want groups of a political nature, advocating the troops' withdrawal from Iraq."
Parade coordinators work hard to keep the event free from politics.
This is the absurd double standard that plagues people cursed with an inability to understand paradoxes.
I remember the early 1990s and how hard it was to make it through the relativist paradox of elements of
post-modernism. As an early post-modern zealot, I rejected absolute truths because I rejected any truth as
being able to be absolute. I was trying to embrace that concept while rejecting the arguments that have
supported the human misery that resulted from absolute truths: white supremacy, genocide in the
Americas, heterosexism, two millennia of imperial Christianity.
But at the same time, there is the relativist paradox that rejecting absolutes is itself an absolute.
This inability to contend with the modernist-postmodernist tension shows up in the "support our troops"
nonsense, whereby anyone who rejects Canada's presence in Afghanistan doesn't support the troops, even
though the troops didn't make the politician send them there.
It also shows up in the more single-minded culture in the USA. If you oppose the government, you are
being political. Yet it is not a political act to support it. So a Veterans Day parade is for apolitical people.
It also shows up in this surreal Flickr group, America, America!
It is hard to fathom:
About AMERICA, AMERICA! 1200+ members & growing! **** WE ARE NOW A GROUP OF 1200+
MEMBERS! AWESOME! YAY! WOW!
GOD BLESS AMERICA, AMERICA! THANKS TO ALL OF OUR MEMBERS, OUR FAMILY!
************************************************************************************
****
OUR PERMANENT THREAD IS FLAG DAY, PLEASE ALL MEMBERS POST ALL PHOTOS OF OLD
GLORY IN THE "FLAG DAY" THREAD! We are building the biggest best collection of American Flag
photos on Flickr!! Let's do it together!!
************************************************************************************
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****
THESE THREADS ARE CURRENTLY OPEN FOR POSTING:
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL,
MY HOMETOWN;
SPORTS STORIES;
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER!
PLANES, TRAINS AND MOTOR VEHICLES
FLAG DAY (PERMANENT THREAD)
Anyone who posts in any thread receives a special award and will be eligible for front page exposure!
GROUP RULES: NEW RULE, POSTING LIMIT IN POOL 1O PER DAY! Any pictures, photoart, digital
art that depicts the good and positive things about America or any place that loves freedom! Photos and
photoart that depict patriotism, the spirit of America, family life, and that which shows the ways God has
Blessed America and the world. Please *NO POLITICS OF ANY KIND*, *NO CAMPAIGN PHOTOS
FOR ANY PARTY*! NO AMERICA BASHING, NO rude or BAD LANGUAGE, and NO nudes. This is a
wholesome family oriented group about America and the people who make her the greatest nation in the
world.
If you have a gripe about something, write a letter to the editor at your local newspaper -THIS is NOT a
forum for anger. Thanks and enjoy! Fantartsy AKA JJ
IMPORTANT NOTICE: ANYONE who blocks administrators will be banned from the group and all their
photos WILL BE REMOVED!JJ/ administrator
GROUP MOTTO: FOR THOSE WHO LIVE IN OR LOVE THE IDEALS OF FREEDOM AND
INDEPENDENCE FOR WHICH AMERICA STANDS. Thanks to each and every member for making this
a great AMERICAN group! JJ and all the administrators and helpers!
Beyond the planes, trains and motor vehicles fossil fuel worshiping, the philosophy of the group is
similarly blind to the reality that they themselves are expressing a political view of supporting the
government, an act they ban by definition. I remember in the 1980s Bruce Springsteen said blind faith in
your leaders or in anything will get you killed.
The good and positive things about America or any place that loves freedom, however that is defined by
the group leaders. Patriotism, the spirit of America, family life [defined again I suspect by the group
leaders], how God has blessed America and the world [again, defined by the group leaders]. No politics
of any kind shows they have no sense that their whole group is a political expression of rigid, uncritical
conformity with the government line.
And yes, America is the greatest nation in the world. I'm always wondering what criteria people use to
say that. Constant overt and covert invasions and subversion of other countries for over two centuries?
Largest military expenditure? Only country to use nuclear weapons on civilians? Economic imperialist
supporting multi-national corporations creating global feudalism with half the world's 6.6 billion people
in the world dying on less than $2/day?
Anger and "gripe" belong in newspapers. And while they have the right to have Flickr group that shows
blind support of America's junta, saying they brook nothing political is just silly.
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They also say this for a current event:
fantartsy (a group admin) says:
04 Nov 07 - YAY!!1000+ members!!** .VETERANS' DAY THREAD, open for 2 weeks only! Post a photo
of the veteran you want to honor> ANYONE FROM ANY COUNTRY may post in this "special"
thread!OPEN NOW! JJ/admns
I suspect that if Iraq Veterans Against the War members try to post pictures of events that are critical of
the policy in Iraq, those pictures will be removed.
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